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The H&MGR Te Horo Branch Construction Part 1
Photos and article - John Robinson

Ngahere on the first steam run on the Te Horo Branch.
In November 2020 the original H&MGR in Tawa closed to all trains and that sad task of lifting a
railway that have given nearly 14 years of enjoyment took place. Our new home is on a
lifestyle property in Te Horo, about an hour north of Wellington, and came with different
challenges in building a railway that Tawa had given, Tawa having been built into a mature
garden, Te Horo could best be described as a greenfield development. Potentially a large
greenfield in fact if I didn’t restrain myself!

As we settled into our new home the first priority was to get jobs done around “the farm” to
bring things into line with how my daughters would use it for their horses. Not a bad thing
though, as while I did develop withdrawal symptoms for the smell of steam oil, I had time to
evolve a mental list of requirements and of course alter plans several times. I found designing
a railway on the blank page of a greenfield much harder than working with the constrains of a
mature garden, nature has a better imagination than me.
My initial thought had been to build a raised garden bed with the railway at grade through the
new garden. However as I pondered if this would be in context with the house and other future
landscaping plans, and with input from the family, I changed ideas to instead plan a slightly
raised railway “on sticks” through a ground level garden with lots of underplanting to hopefully
grow up and around the railway and hide the sticks. Likely cost of a raised garden was also
getting a bit frightening and I felt I could get trains running much faster on a raised railway. An
existing Photinia hedge would form the backdrop to much of the railway and new garden,
though as I type this it’s undergoing a treatment plan to try and beat a disease Photinia’s get
which may well kill it, bother. A little bit of levelling of the lawn area that would become the
garden was done during this time which also better set things in context.
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So with a raised railway settled on I pondered grades and minimum curvature. I settled on a
maximum grade of 1 in 75 so locos and drivers would have a little bit of work to do, but with
less risk of run-a-ways that occasionally happen at Tawa with its 1 in 50 grades. Tawa’s
railway had curvature down to 1.25m radius (4ft) in some locations but mostly 1.5m to 2.5m
radius (5ft to 8ft). It was clear from that experience if I could go for at least 1.5m radius running
would be improved. As it turned out apart from one short section leaving the main station I
have achieved a radius of 2.5m (8 ft) on the mainline. I hope to ease that one short 1.5m
radius section at the station when I procure a suitable turnout but for now that remains the
minimum radius. While I don’t myself own or intend to own what I regard as true Gauge 1
stock, I do hope the railway with these more generous curves is welcoming to G1 visitors. The
configuration of the railway is basically a large dumbbell with a junction that can allow the
loops at each end to act as reverse loops thus allowing alternate directions of running.
At this point it’s worth noting I regard my method of construction as still in the experimental
stage, yet to be proven with the test of time, and I welcome any feedback on my cunning plan
so far. As always, my ideas are not original, but evolving from methods others have used. For
what I shall call the baseboards, I have used a mix of Diamondex long run colour steel roofing
iron and 5 rib galvanised steel roofing. The Diamondex is 400mm wide and worked well for
long straights, the surplus stock sheets I bought off Trademe were 5m long. The 5-rib roofing
sheets, again surplus stock via Trademe, were 1.8m long 800mm wide, used full with in a few
places, but mostly cut in half length wise, then each end cut to a suitable angle for curves
when needed. The 5-rib roofing was easier to work with and in hindsight I should have used it
throughout.

Northern loop under construction with all the tools of the trade visible and hopefully visually
explaining the method of construction better than my narrative.
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Supporting legs are 50x50mm No.1 grade H4 treated fence battens driven with a hand post
driver (like you use to drive waratahs with) some 600-700mm into the ground. After driving the
first few, often not that straight into a hole started with a crowbar, I bought a 50mm diameter
earth auger, which requires a trade strength electric drill to predrill the holes in our stony silty
clay soil, but at least then most posts drove straight enough. Oh and each post was finished
off with 20 or 30 blows from a 13lb sledge hammer, so I don’t think they are going anywhere.
Bearers (cross supports) are cut from 150x40 R/S H3 fence rails and fixed to the 50x50 posts
with bugle batten screws. The roofing screwed upside down onto the bearer so the flattest
area is available to lay track on. I wanted to give the flat area the best flat support so notches
were cut out of each bearer to cater for the roofing ribs.
This all sounds a bit rough I know, and perhaps timber throughout would look neater, but cost
wise it was a cheaper alternative and it won’t twist and warp like Radiata Pine often does.
Supports are generally 1.5 to 1.8m apart and the baseboard is strong enough to sit on. It was
also relatively quick to install. From driving the first post to running the first train out of the
steaming bay to complete a full circuit of the approximately 85m mainline took three months,
that included laying out the station areas. The track is only loosely laid at present while I prove
the alignment with a good number of test runs.
But wait there is more to my cunning plan. The track will be ballasted, during which I can fine
tune any level and alignment discrepancies and also grade transitions. I have a couple of
proposed methods to do this, but best I hold that part of the tale until next time once I have
actually done some ballasting, but suffice to say grass matt and GAP5 sand is heavily involved
so no roofing will be visible.
One niggling thing in my mind is track expansion in the heat of summer without the trees
shading the railway like at Tawa, something no doubt I will have to comment on in time. A big
plus over the at grade track under lots of trees at Tawa is it doesn’t take me 20 minutes or
more to get the railway clear for running trains, in fact it’s pretty much ready to run anytime.
So far the Te Horo Branch is passing the smile test, while I miss the maturity of the railway at
Tawa at least I can smell warm steam oil again. I have posted a few videos of the various
trains testing out the railway on Facebook at https://www.facebook.com/HMGardenRailway
or if you don’t use Facebook the following links should take you direct to a few videos.
https://fb.watch/fiFJihNEpu/ and
https://fb.watch/fiFXe8Fpk0/ or

https://fb.watch/fvhDPoL7qL/

John Robinson
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Northern loop completed, steaming bay yet to be built. The northern loop is level throughout.

The southern loop. The track falls at about 1 in 80 from the station levelling out as the track
pass under itself before starting to climb up again. Macrocarpa sleepers are being laid to edge
the garden area.
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Above - Central
junction which allows
the two loops to
function either as a
giant dumbbell or as
reverse loops. Track
on the left is falling
with the track on the
right rising from the
junction.
Right - Looking over
the steaming bay to
the southern loop in
the middle distance.
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Seems Penny like the fragrance of warm steam oil too. This was the first steam test run of the
railway, which passed with no problems, much to my relief.

The September / October Garden Railroading
News is available to read online, this can be
found at www.GRNews.org or Click here to view
the current issue.
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Christchurch Garden Railway Group Meeting
Report - Ian C Galbraith, Photos as credited
After a brilliant sunny day on Saturday 17 September 2022, the following day, although with a
little sun was a tad cooler.

Nevertheless, with assistance from Noel Collingwood and Robert Read, the marquee was
erected, the table and chairs set out and the water urn turned on.
Five of the Culcreuch Fold trains were run to check the railway before other members arrived.
In addition to the host’s trains, Brian Allison, Noel Collingwood, and Douglas Wall ran their
trains. All battery powered. Noel’s locomotive was the only one not using Revolution R/C. As
reported previously this locomotive is fitted with a PIKO R/C system and MyLocoSound. The
battery power is from a MAKO brand lithium-ion 18V 2Ah battery.
Ann and Ian thank all who helped in preparation for the afternoon tea, the setting up and
packing away of the marquee.

Noel Collingwood’s train at Double Bridges - Photo Ian C Galbraith.
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Brian Allison’s Mogul passing the Nathan Station - Photo Editor.

Busy yard at Sherenden - Photo Ian C Galbraith.
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Douglas and Ian carrying out track maintenance work - Photo Editor.

Douglas Wall’s train about to enter Mahora - Photo Ian C Galbraith.
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Douglas Wall’s train in the wilderness - Photo Ian C Galbraith.

Town ready for the visitors - Photo Ian C Galbraith.
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Douglas Wall’s train entering Sherenden - Photo Ian C Galbraith.

Track inspection crew getting ready to head out - Photo Editor.
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Wairarapa Garden Railway Group Meeting
Article and Photos Lloyd Dickens
Wairarapa Groups ANZAC Hall event for September
The Wairarapa Group runs two indoor events each winter at the ANZAC Hall in Featherston.
The Hall was built for entertaining servicemen during WW1.
The Wellington group visit and bring their own track so we have two running areas. The
Wellington Groups track is on the floor and ours is own tables. We have compact two loops
with passing bays and sidings. The Wellington group also has two loops with a steam up area
and sidings. Gavin Sowry also brought along a small layout which is his puzzle.
From Wellington Chris ran his live steam Roundhouse 2-6-2 Baldwin tender locomotive with
coal wagons. At the same time John Seward was running his live steam Argyle Victoria NA.
Ian Webb ran his Flying Pukeko free lance built on a Swift Sixteen chassis.
Gavin Sowry had his puzzle which he demonstrated to me. A few short lengths of track and a
couple of points on which ran a Locomotive and a series of coaches too long to easy move
about. Gavin intends to take it to the Lower Hutt RailX event in November for the kids to solve.
The Wairarapa group had DCC running on the outside track and we ran battery on the inside
track. I ran my Roundhouse Harlech Castle with three Isle of Man coaches while Murray
Clarke ran his Crocodile with suitable coaches.

During the day Wayne Haste sold off much of Ian Moore’s garden rail stock.
As usual we had plenty of food which we all brought along.
Lloyd Dickens

Rodney Bracefield’s Wellington - Wairarapa Passenger train.
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Gavins Puzzle

Ian Webbs Flying Pukeko.
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Chris Drowley and John Seward.

Wellington Group layout.
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Gavin solving the puzzle.

Wairarapa Layout with Lloyds Harlect Castle Diesel and Murray Clarkes crocodile.
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Lgb Mikado locomotive hauling a passenger train.

Thoughts on Lithium-ion Batteries
Article and Photos Ian C Galbraith
On a recent radio programme dealing with home DIY, the subject of safety with lithium-ion
batteries was brought up because of thirty-five house fires this year, caused by this type of
battery. As many of us are using lithium-ion batterers (18V power tool type) to power our
locomotives, how safe are they?

Being concerned, contact was made with Fire and Emergency NZ, Canterbury Area Office
Rangiora, and the question regarding safety with lithium-ion batteries was posed. As the
question had not been previously raised the staff advised they would investigate. A few days
later an answer was received.
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Store lithium-ion batteries at -20°C to 50°C
Fit with a “Stealth Mask” when not in an appliance.
A stealth mask is, in effect, a dummy mount. This is to prevent moisture or any metal item
“shorting” the battery contacts. In most garden railway situation, the batteries, once charged
are remounted ready for use. Refitting the battery gives the same protection as a stealth mask.

Further In a recent Newsletter from G-Scale Graphics, Fort Collins, Colorado, Del Tapparo described a
three digit voltmeter project to enable users of battery packs to check them out. The voltmeter
connects to the battery via the same plug/socket used to connect to the locomotive. As
described, the voltmeter module was encapsulated in clear heat shrink tubing. Not having any
available a 3D printed mount was produced, and a plug fitted.
At recent Running Day, Noel ran his battery powered locomotive and train for over three hours.
The battery was checked before running and showed 20.0V. After the run it was again
checked and showed 17.9V. This was a MAKO 2Ah lithium-ion battery. NOTE: These
voltages were recorded with the battery under no load conditions.

To make the import cost of the voltmeter modules reasonable, twelve were imported. The
mounts have been printed and are available a $12.50 each with JST plug, $10.00 without a
plug, plus postage, from CFGRMS, CFGRMS@culcreuchfold.org.nz

Voltmeter shown connected to battery car .
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The Prototype
The British Railway Class 27 locomotives were a product of BRCW as an upgraded version of
the pilot series of type 2 locomotives which later became the class 26. Both classes dominated
the Scottish railways from the 1960s right through to the 1980s. However, it was the 27s that
took over the West Highland Railway from steam and made it their own from 1961 to the early
eighties. In fact, during most of the seventies, it was unusual to see any other type on the line.
Rated at 1250hp, they could take up to eight carriages unaided over the relentless ruling
grades of 1 in 66 to Fort William and 1 in 50 from there to Mallaig. Reliable they were and they
had to be given the remoteness of the route and wildness of the weather. Sadly, their end
came in 1987 when the remaining members of the 56 strong class were withdrawn.
In the beginning, when the class was introduced, only half were designated for the West
Highland specifically. To this end, this batch had tablet catchers fitted in recesses beside the
cab for the single line and horizontal sliding side windows in the cabs to facilitate tablet
retrieval. The batch built for English use did not require this facility. Thus, they lacked the
recess. Additionally, the opening cab side windows were of a vertical sliding type. Later, all
members of the class were reallocated to Scotland which meant all the variations within the
class would be seen on the line. The one exception to this were the 27/2s which were modified
in the early seventies for the push/pull services between Glasgow and Edinburgh. This
changed their route availability rating from 5 to 6 which meant with the West Highland rated at
5, they were barred from this time on.
As an aside, this limitation also prevented most of the larger locomotives from traversing the
line as well. However, the one exception amazingly, was the Deltic class 55 which due to their
light weight were also given a RA of 5. However, having a power output of 3300hp and
maximum theoretical speed of 100mph, they were generally limited to the top end East Coast
main line expresses with their phenomenal speed and acceleration. Whilst they could travel
the over the West Highland line, it really wasn’t suited to their design. Nonetheless, one
enterprising manager did manage to send one up the southern part of the line to Oban in the
early eighties on two separate passenger excursions with Mark three carriages to boot as well.
That was definitely a novelty for the class!
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General arrangement of the BRCW Type Class 27

Background
I digress. Back to the matter at hand, I had made the model in the noughties prior to moving to
Pokeno. However, with the railway being a relatively low priority due to work commitments and
the house move, it was left unused for a significant number of years. Time took its toll and I
found that the electrics had suffered a lot in the interim. There were also some wheel issues at
the Mallaig approach points which needed to be looked at as well.
All of this continued to take a back seat since, having got the house built and the garden
developed, there was the small matter of a railway to build as has been previously reported.
However, finally the locomotive’s turn came at the beginning of this year.
To start, I carefully stripped it down to its component parts and reviewed the state of the
engine. The good news was the motors still operated fine and body and chassis were also in
generally good order. Also, since I already knew the radio control system was kaput, a new
one had been ordered and new batteries had also been purchased. So, this was a start.
However, as noted, when trying the bogies over the Mallaig point work, there were a number
of areas where they would not roll through easily. Investigation found that the problem was a
combination of the wheel back to backs being marginally narrow and the check rails and
running rails also being slightly out as well.
Lastly, some of the pipework on the buffer beams had also worked loose.
Ian Webbs Accucraft Shay at St Johns on a frosty Sunday morning.
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The locomotive dismantled into its component parts
Batteries
So, to work. The first job was to get the engine to go again. This caused some head scratching
since my first attempt to charge the pair of 7.2-volt model car radio control batteries I had
bought, gave a finished charge of 16.49 volts.

The original voltage readings of the supposed 14.4-volt pair of model car batteries on the left
and the resulting more manageable 12 volt set up charged to approximately 14 volts. And yes,
I am still mystified by all this!
I should say at this point that electricity is my Achilles heel. Therefore, I tread very carefully in
this area. Since the radio control system, I had purchased, had an upper rated limit of 15 volts,
the higher than expected charge was tempting fate! A chat with Geoff Hallam to discuss the
bizarre phenomena of batteries taking more voltage than they are rated for, provided a eureka
moment. With his help, I came up with an arrangement where one of the 7.2 volt batteries
radio control car batteries could be mated with four of the 1.2 volt C series batteries I already
had. These, when coupled together, gave a much more reasonable charged voltage of 13.97
volts. The additional benefit of this was the batteries took up less space inside the body. This
meant there is now more room for the other bits and pieces needed for the locomotive.
Having solved the power supply issue, the batteries were permanently wired together with
soldered brass connectors and bound together with electrical insulation tape to make a solid
unit. The inside of the locomotive body also had to be modified to take the new battery
arrangement. In soldering the batteries connectors together, I used my biggest electric iron on
max power. Each joint was pre-tinned before they were mated with a quick dab of the iron.
This way, excessive heat build-up in the batteries is avoided which is a good idea!
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Stages of soldering the four C series batteries together

The completed battery pack installed in the battery bay which has been modified to suit. Note
the connector on the right which fits the charger and also the control system detailed below.
Controls

With the batteries sorted out, the control system was next. I assembled the various
components as the instructions showed with some help from Chris Drowley who supplied the
system. Thanks Chris, the advice was much appreciated. Then it was tested and found to work
properly with batteries connected and the bogies sitting on blocks so the wheels would rotate
freely.

Control system wired up and being tested
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Now that I had a working system, the batteries and bogies were refitted to the chassis and the
control box was connected up. N.B. a vital part I haven’t mentioned thus far, is a trip fuse
between the batteries and everything else in case of a short. This was already in place and still
worked when tested (with everything else disconnected!).
A test run of the chassis was then successfully made on a plain section of track within the
station area.

Reassembled chassis and bogies under test

Rail and Wheel Gauge Issues
With the locomotive now operational, the next big task was to sort out the gauge/back-to-back
issues. Firstly, the wheels were checked and, as stated above, found to be marginally too tight
on their back to backs. I recall I had previously tried to widen them but could not get them
undone from their axles. So it was this time. However, with much trepidation and brute force (it
was either that or give up which was not an option) I managed to prise the plastic wheel
centres along their metal axle bosses sufficiently to obtain the required distance. This left an
indentation in the wheel centres which I filled with araldite and left to harden over three days
with the wheels on their ends. Crude but effective.
Now my attention turned the point work and the areas where the dimensions were ever so
slightly out were identified, marked and the rail chairs ground off with the mini-drill.
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The four different chairs used. From left to right:

• standard chair: used on sections of rail throughout point work where clearances are
sufficient,
• bridge chair: used on sections of rail where clearances are tight
• check rail chair: the outside portions are used with a narrow spacer to match fine scale
clearances

• slide chair: used where point blades meet the adjoining stock rails
These were cut in half through the chair base. Each half was then fitted using plumbers’
solvent for pipe welding as recommended. To start with, I fitted chairs at every third sleeper
ensuring the gauge was correct. I now have an electronic gauge for this which reads to two
decimal places of a millimetre. This has proved invaluable for this work. Once these controlling
chairs were fixed down, the rest were infilled in the same manner but without the need to cross
check the gauge etc.

Point work on the Mallaig approach with chairs ground off ready to adjust gauge and re-chair

Digital calliper reading of adjusted rail with a slight gauge widening allowance for the reverse
curve of the crossover.
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What’s on the workbench
Article and Photos Ian C Galbraith

At the Prebbleton Hall meeting in August, I offered to prepare signs for Andrew Wilson’s
layout buildings.
First up was a bakery followed by a two shop setup comprising a grocery and butcher.
Andrew named the bakery and left me to produce suitable signage for the two shops. All the
lettering was prepared and cut from vinyl material on a Cricut cutter. Once cut, the lettering
was transferred to the relative buildings.
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Railway Update
Photos and Story, Henrik Dorbeck, Wairarapa

These photos are of the Rollwagen
and Rollbocke unloading ramps and
the work done out the back on the
branchline. It includes realigning the
track on to the table to facilitate
unboxing of rolling stock.
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I have taken out three dual gauge points and diverted
the dual gauge track to a more logical layout and
created a mainline. Again a better flow for the narrow
gauge and standard gauge tracks.
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Last three pics are of Dorby’s Last
Stop. It is a rolling stock storage
shed down the end of the
branchline. The previous indoor
storage road was unable to
provide enough stock to fit on the
layout. This new one is 2.8 metres
longer and provides an extra 10.2
metres of track to store stock.
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Rockwood Gorge update
Photos and Story, Mike Hilliar, Auckland

K28 Rockwood gorge prior to the pond liner fitted.
This September there was a great achievement for my Rockwood Gorge project. After two
and a half years the pond liner was fitted and filled with water. It took twelve hundred liters
from the rainwater tank. The pump for the waterfall was set up and we had then a working
waterfall; still needs some adjustment but it works. I forgot to take any pictures at the time, so
for this month’s article’s picture, I had to set up a trough for the water to have a running
waterfall.
After a short time, the pond was drained to make further adjustments. It was also too deep for
my gumboots and far too cold to stand in for long.
There have been many different ideas since that blue plastic 44-gallon drum was sunk into the
ground two-and-a-half years ago. It was the sump for the river that I am now presently working
on; more on that in the next Garden Whistle.
The technique for the plastered rock work was my biggest challenge in trying to achieve that
fractured rock look. By the third phase, I was finally getting that desired look and was ready to
redo the earlier attempts; after five hundred kilos of mortar mix already used, I was wondering
whether my supporting framework would stand the extra weight.
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My final method was using shallow crumpled heavy aluminum BBQ trays filled with the mortar
mix and applied like using rubber molds. I left them to set for twenty-four hours and peeled off
the trays the next day. Once all the plaster work was completed it was coloured with a
concrete dye sprayed on to the desired colour. I ran into another problem when the
manufactured mortar mix changed, and the last batch wouldn’t absorb the colour as the earlier
batches did.
There has been a lot of structure engineering and plumbing involved around this project. I will
be collecting the rainwater from the roof of the house and diverting it into the pond. The
intention that the freshwater runoff will flush out the pond running out through the overflow into
the drum and once everything is topped up it will run back into the stormwater drain.
The device for collecting the rainwater from the downpipe idea came from YOUTUBE. [You
can learn a lot of cool stuff from YOUTUBE.] When I was fitting a two-thousand-liter garden
tank with what they call a first flush device; a lot of people looked at it and could not see how it
worked but placed inside the down pipe is a smaller closed off tube and once the take-off is
overflowing it can run down the middle tube and away as normal. The first flush name comes
from the process where the rain and debris drop into the second tube to run out slowly and the
residue can be removed by unscrewing the bottom.
The gorge section still requires a little bit more detailing and will be finished along the adjoining
river section intime for the Auckland convention in February 2023

The drum dug in February 2020 the start of the Rockwood Gorge project.
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Above Left Framework for the
three-drop waterfall.
Above Right waterfall ready for
plaster work. Note
pool liner to redirect
any water loss back
into pond.
Left - Temporary
arrangement to
running waterfall.
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Left - One of the
many crumpled up
aluminium trays used
to cast the rockface.
Below - The Rock
face finally ready for
colouring.
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Left - Rainwater collection device. Unseen inner
collection tube inside left hand side T section.
Above - Pond outflow to the blue drum; needs to be
painted black.
Below - This month’s project rebuilding the rocky
into a running river.
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Auckland Garden Railway Society Meeting
Report and Photos - Robert Graham

Auckland Garden Railway Society September 2022 meeting
Our August meeting was at Andrew Stevens Railway in New Lynn. Our last visit to Andrews’s
railway was in 2020 because our 2021 meeting was cancelled when Auckland was put into a 3
month lock down last August. Andrew has built a loop around a swimming pool in the back
yard of his house. The loop has been made from home made track built with aluminium flat bar
pressed into sleepers cut from composite decking. As this track uses aluminium for the rails
Andrew doesn’t use track power so his line uses battery or live steam locos.
Andrew has started rebuilding a yard with a more prototypical looking track. This yard will
eventually link up to the loop around the pool and I understand that will be rebuilt as well.
Andrew has used a smaller profile track than the normal LGB code 332 rail, it looked to me to
be code 200 or 225 rail which has been hand spiked to timber sleepers. Andrew has made his
own points and it will eventually be linked to an interlocked lever frame that will control the
points.
We had a good turnout of members and I saw at least two live steam locos running on the
track plus there was a battery powered Bachmann climax controlled by Andrews’ son and later
on Michael Hilliar ran his Galloping Goose.
A 30m² cabin has been built on the side of the section and this is Andrews train room where he
keeps his indoor layouts including his model of the Piha Tramway. He also has a pair of ex
NZR tablet machines and associated apparatus which one day may be put back into action.
Andrew has built a deck at the end of the cabin and he is installing a restored Holland and
Mackenzie four lever points/signal lever frame.
We were fortunate to have good weather with only a
very light touch of drizzly rain which was too light to
put a damper on our activities. The traditional
afternoon tea was enjoyed by all and we all enjoyed
watching the trains and chatting about our railway
activities. On behalf of the Auckland society I would
like to thank Andrew and family for hosting our visit.
In October we will head down to the Hamilton Model
Railroaders annual model train show at the Hamilton
Gardens Pavilion on the Saturday of Labour weekend.
Note the show is over the three days of Labour
weekend if you can’t make the Saturday. In November
I will be hosting a meeting and our AGM.
I am always looking for meeting hosts so if you can
host a group meeting please let me know. I can be
contacted on 021 529 015 or 09 836 0900 or send an
email to me at
robert.graham@aucklandcouncil.govt.nz or
grahamclannz@xtra.co.nz.
Take care and keep on steaming
Robert Graham

Michael Hilliars new roundhouse locomotive.
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The Fowler and train, it is hard to pick up but this is fitted with an LED headlight plus a sound
card for the whistle.

Roundhouse Katie locomotive.
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We are watching Andrew's Climax running around the pool.

Michael Hilliars new roundhouse Sandy River and Rangely Lakes 2-6-2.
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Watching Michael's Galloping Goose.

Showing the yard track under
construction.

The Fowler and passenger train, the last carriage
has a red tail light.
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Roundhouse Fowler and train.

13th New Zealand Garden Railway Convention
Auckland, New Zealand - 4, 5 and 6 February 2023 (Waitangi Weekend 2023)

The Auckland organising committee is pleased to announce that the venue for next year’s
convention will be the New Lynn RSA, 2 Veronica Street, New Lynn.
The RSA website is https://newlynnrsa.org.nz/ if you want more details about their location.
The RSA is conveniently located just across the road from the Lynnmall shopping Centre
(https://www.kiwiproperty.com/lynnmall/en/) which is a large indoor shopping centre with
shops, food hall, cinemas, restaurants, a Countdown supermarket, a Farmers store and plenty
of parking. Note the Lynnmall carparks are limited to a maximum of 4 hours.
The RSA has parking and it is also conveniently located less than 400m from the New Lynn
railway station. You can find useful information about the Auckland rail and bus network at
https://at.govt.nz/bus-train-ferry/train-services/using-trains/
We look forward to seeing you at next year’s convention.

Convention email is nzgardenrailwayconvention@gmail.com
Our Facebook page can be found at Auckland Garden Railway Society Inc - Home | Facebook
Robert Graham President Auckland Garden Railway Society
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Workbench Projects

Above Just off the printer, 1/24 scale
Archbar freight trucks

Ian C Galbraith

Right Newly completed Railtruck for the
Moose Rail Co
Murray Stephens

NEXT ISSUE PREVIEW

Refurbishing a West
Highland Class 27 [Part 2]
By John Boyson, Pokeno

Tie and Rail Car Build
[Part 2]
By Iain Collingwood (Editor)
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Readers Pictures

Photos of Paul Milner’s 16mm steam locomotives running on 32mm gauge track in the garden.
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COMING EVENTS
October 1-2 2022 (New Venue)
October 1-2 2022
October 7-10 2022
October 22-23 2022
October 22-24 2022
November 5-6 2022 (New Date)
November 19-20 2022
November 19-20 2022
January 21-22 2023
February 4-6 2023
March 18-19 2023
April 7-9 2023
May 6-7 2023
July 2023
July 1-8 2023

The BIG Model Train Show , Christchurch
Wanganui Model Railway Expo
NZAMRC Convention, Christchurch
Great Little Train Show, Invercargill
Model Railway Exhibition, Hamilton
Hastings Model Railway Club’s Train Show (Havelock North)
Hawea Model Trains & Hobby Show
Rail X 2022, Lower Hutt
The Tauranga Model Railway Club Show
th
13 New Zealand Garden Railway Convention, Auckland
Cromwell Train Show
15th Australian Narrow Gauge Convention (Melbourne)
Dunedin Model Train Show
Alpine Model Railway Expo, Timaru
th
38 Garden Railway Convention, Santa Clara CA, USA

Do you know of an event?
Contact the Editor to include in the next
Garden Whistle newsletter
gw.editor@outlook.com
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ADVERTISERS
Quayle Rail track now available in three metre
lengths
It is available from Auckland, Masterton and
Rangiora
Mike Hilliar, Auckland
mhilliar@orcon.net.nz
Henrik Dorbeck, Masterton
dorbeck@xtra.co.nz
Ian Galbraith, Rangiora
cfgrms@culcreuchfold.org.nz

Crest Revolution Remote Control System for G
Scale Battery Power Sold as Transmitter Only,
Transmitter and Receiver, Sound Decoder Only, or
Transmitter and Power Pack for Track Power
Sounds, and operation controlled by push buttons
Handheld can hold up to 50 locos
Can be wired to any G Scale
Locomotive, or plug-n-play for
Aristo craft locomotives
NZ Distributor- Contact:
Phone: (04) 2338555
Email: sales@mackstrack.co.nz
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Club Meeting
October 22nd, 23rd & 24th
Hamilton Model Train Show
Hamilton Gardens Pavilion

Running Days/Meetings cancelled until
further notice

Club Contact
Auckland

Auckland Garden Railway Society Inc
Club Contact:
Email: grahamclannz@xtra.co.nz
Robert Graham, Ph: 09 600 2157

Waikato:
GROW: Garden Railway Operators of
Waikato.
Club Contact:
Email: sandnlipsey@gmail.com
Stefan Lipsey, PO Box 612, Waikato Mail
Centre, Hamilton, 3240, Ph: 07 859 3650

October 16th (Sunday) 1.00pm
Peter Murray
212 High Street, Solway
Masterton

October 23rd (Sunday) 1.00pm
John Robinson’s
H&M Railway
126 Gear Road, Te Horo
Battery and live steam only.
October 1st & 2nd (Saturday & Sunday)
Big Model Train Show
Cowles Stadium, Pages Rd.
(Friday afternoon setup)
October 7th to 10th
helping Ian Galbraith run trains for NZAMRC
Convention, date & time TBC

Wairarapa:
Wairarapa Garden Railway Group.
Club Contact:
Email: Lloyd.dickens@wise.net.nz
C/- Lloyd Dickens, 55 Titoki Street, Masterton.
Ph: 06 370 3790.

Wellington:
Wellington Garden Railway Group.
Club Contact:
Email: bilthompson@xtra.co.nz
Coordinator: Brent Thompson, 6 Bodmin
Terrace, Camborne, Ph: 022 619 4006

Christchurch:
Christchurch Garden Railway Group:
Club Contact:
Email: 2days61@gmail.com
Secretary: David Day, 61 Carnarvon Street,
Linwood, Christchurch. Ph: 03 981 4424
President: Bill Stanley, Ph: 027 282 4244

